
This essay deals with the problems of Lustig´s characters they without their real
cause have to be commited the danger of the closeness to death. For
understanding the choice and classification of the characters it is necessary the
consequent face-off the biographical texts. A brief autobiography is indicated in
the first chapter and then runs through the all other chapters (the biographic parts
are in italics). The second chapter deals with the possibility of presentation of
Holocaust in general and delimits the Lustig´s opinion to this problems. My
work treat of characters they found themselves in the threshold of sink or swim
and they are obliged to fight for their dear life. Each of them chose other strategy
how to approach a fight for naked life. This study divides the characters into four
typological categories. To each of this category is devote one chapter with the
brief presentation of the problems with several characters they correspond to this
typology. First of them deals with the persons they fight against death by the act
whether tragic defiance or revenge is concerned. Into this category the
characters from following stories were put : Modravé plameny (Bluish Blaze),
Dívka s jizvou (The Girl with the Scar), Nemilovaná (Not Beloved), Tma nemá
stín (Darkness Casts no Shadow), Modlitba pro Kateřinu Horovitzovou (A
Prayer for Katerina Horovitzova). The second chapter deals with the women they
save their life by selling their bodies. All are connected with the immense beauty
and lust for life. The characters from following novels belong here: Lea z
Leeuwardenu (Lea from Leeuwarden), Colette. Dívka z Antverp (Colette. The
Girl from Antwerp), Tanga z Hamburku (Tanga from Hamburg) and Krásné
zelené oči (Lovely Green Eyes). The third chapter is dedicated to them they have
experience from concentration camps and futher fight for life after leaving them.
The impossibility of adaptation for the postwar world connects the stories ...


